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Natural, Metaphoric, and Linguistic Auditory
Direction Signals Have Distinct Influences on Visual
Motion Processing
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To interact with our dynamic environment, the brain merges motion information from auditory and visual senses. However, not only
“natural” auditory MOTION, but also “metaphoric” de/ascending PITCH and SPEECH (e.g., “left/right”), influence the visual motion
percept. Here, we systematically investigate whether these three classes of direction signals influence visual motion perception through
shared or distinct neural mechanisms. In a visual-selective attention paradigm, subjects discriminated the direction of visual motion at
several levels of reliability, with an irrelevant auditory stimulus being congruent, absent, or incongruent. Although the natural, meta-
phoric, and linguistic auditory signals were equally long and adjusted to induce a comparable directional bias on the motion percept, they
influenced visual motion processing at different levels of the cortical hierarchy. A significant audiovisual interaction was revealed for
MOTION in left human motion complex (hMT�/V5�) and for SPEECH in right intraparietal sulcus. In fact, the audiovisual interaction
gradually decreased in left hMT�/V5� for MOTION � PITCH � SPEECH and in right intraparietal sulcus for SPEECH � PITCH �
MOTION. In conclusion, natural motion signals are integrated in audiovisual motion areas, whereas the influence of culturally learnt
signals emerges primarily in higher-level convergence regions.

Introduction
Integrating motion information across the senses enables us to
interact effectively with our natural environment. For instance, in
foggy weather, we may more easily detect a fleeing animal and
discriminate the direction into which it is running by combining
the degraded visual information and the sound of its footsteps. In
everyday life, visual motion cues are more reliable and dominate
the motion percept. Vision even reverses the perceived direction
of a conflicting auditory motion stimulus, a phenomenon re-
ferred to as visual capture (Mateeff et al., 1985; Soto-Faraco et al.,
2002; Soto-Faraco et al., 2004). However, if the visual stimulus is
rendered unreliable, auditory motion can also bias the perception
of visual motion direction (Meyer and Wuerger, 2001). Audiovi-
sual (AV) motion interactions rely on an absolute spatiotemporal
reference frame tuned to our natural environment. They are
maximized when auditory and visual stimuli are temporally syn-
chronous and spatially colocalized (Meyer et al., 2005). In addi-
tion to “natural” AV motion interactions, a recent study demon-
strated that de/ascending pitch with no spatial motion
information alters visual (V) motion perception as in a “meta-
phoric” auditory capture, i.e., gratings with ambiguous motion
were more likely to be perceived as upward motion when accom-
panied by ascending pitch (Maeda et al., 2004). Even “linguistic”
stimuli (e.g., spoken words “left vs right”) that entertain only

arbitrary relationships to physical dimensions through cultural
learning were shown to bias the perceived motion direction
(Maeda et al., 2004). Interestingly, whereas the effect of pitch was
maximized when sounds were temporally overlapping with the
visual stimulus, the influence of speech was maximal for words
presented 400 ms after onset of the visual stimulus. These behav-
ioral dissociations suggest that the influence of natural, meta-
phoric, and linguistic auditory direction signals on motion dis-
crimination may arise at multiple processing stages ranging from
perceptual to decisional. Similarly, at the neural level, they may
emerge at different levels of the cortical hierarchy involved in AV
motion processing. Using conjunction analyses, previous func-
tional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have associ-
ated integration of tactile, visual, and auditory motion with an-
terior intraparietal and ventral premotor cortices (Bremmer et
al., 2001). However, conjunction analyses define a region as mul-
tisensory if it responds individually to both types of unimodal
inputs. Growing evidence for early multisensory integration in
“putatively unisensory” areas (van Atteveldt et al., 2004; Ghaza-
nfar et al., 2005; Kayser et al., 2005; Ghazanfar and Shroeder,
2006; Bizley et al., 2007; Martuzzi et al., 2007) raises the question
of whether additional “modulatory” integration processes (inter-
actions), in which one unimodal input does not elicit a significant
regional response in itself but rather modulates the response to
the other modality could be found in “classical” visual [e.g., hu-
man motion complex (hMT�/V5�)] or auditory (e.g., planum
temporale) motion areas.

The present study investigates the influence of natural (MO-
TION), metaphoric (PITCH), and linguistic (SPEECH) auditory
direction signals on visual motion processing. In a visual-
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selective attention paradigm, subjects discriminated the direction
of visual motion at several levels of visual reliability, with an
irrelevant auditory stimulus being congruent, absent, or incon-
gruent. We then investigated whether the neural systems under-
lying audiovisual integration differ for natural, metaphoric, and
linguistic contexts.

Materials and Methods
Subjects
After giving informed consent, 13 healthy German native speakers (seven
females; median age, 23.5 years; one left-handed) participated in the
psychophysical study, and 21 healthy right-handed German native
speakers (six females; median age, 24 years) participated in the fMRI
study. Nine of them participated in both studies. All subjects had normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. The study was approved by the joint hu-
man research review committee of the Max Planck Society and the Uni-
versity of Tübingen.

Experimental design
In a visual-selective attention paradigm, subjects discriminated the di-
rection of an apparent visual motion stimulus at several levels of reliabil-
ity (or ambiguity) while ignoring a simultaneous auditory direction sig-
nal that could be congruent, absent, or incongruent. In consecutive
experiments, audiovisual interaction and (in)congruency effects were
investigated in three distinct contexts as defined by the auditory direction
signal: (1) natural context (physical direction information), auditory
MOTION signal; (2) metaphoric context (nonphysical, nonlinguistic di-
rection information), de/ascending PITCH; and (3) linguistic context
(nonphysical, linguistic direction information), SPEECH.

In each of the three experiments, the activation conditions conformed
to a 5 � 3 (psychophysics) or 2 � 3 (fMRI experiment) factorial design
manipulating (1) visual reliability (five or two levels) and (2) auditory
direction signal (three levels). (1) The visual direction signal was pre-
sented at five or two levels of reliability ranging from intact to completely
ambiguous. (2) The auditory direction signal was (a) indicative of left-
ward/downward direction, (b) absent, or (c) indicative of rightward/
upward direction (compare with psychometric curves and estimation of
directional bias). Alternatively, the levels of the auditory direction signal
can be defined as (a) congruent, (b) absent/unimodal, or (c) incongruent
to the direction of the visual motion (compare with analysis of accuracy,
reaction time, and fMRI data).

In the following, the visual and auditory
stimuli will be described in more detail.

Visual stimulus
To create an apparent visual motion signal, a
single dot (1° visual angle diameter) was briefly
(20 ms duration) presented sequentially at mul-
tiple locations along a horizontal or vertical tra-
jectory (“target” stream). Ambiguous or unre-
liable motion direction signal was generated by
presenting a second dot that followed the same
trajectory but in the opposite direction (“dis-
tractor” stream) (Fig. 1 A). This apparent visual
motion stimulus is characterized by two fea-
tures that are important for studying AV inte-
gration of motion information. First, the pre-
sentation of a spatially confined visual dot
enables precise audiovisual colocalization,
which is thought to be crucial for natural AV
integration (Meyer et al., 2005). In contrast, the
more frequently used random dot kinemato-
gram does not provide audiovisual colocaliza-
tion cues. Second, the presentation of a second
interfering motion stream allows us to selec-
tively manipulate motion information rather
than low-level stimulus features (e.g., contrast
or luminance of the dots) and imitates the effect
of motion coherence in classical random dot

kinematograms. Thus, the apparent motion stimulus of the current study
(1) provides the colocalization cues as given by natural moving physical
objects and (2) enables selective manipulation of motion information
similar to random dot kinematograms.

In each trial, the total number of flashes, i.e., dot presentations, was 14.
The motion direction signal was parametrically rendered unreliable, by
reducing the number of flashes in the target stream but increasing the
number of flashes by an equal amount in the distractor stream. In the
psychophysics study, five levels of reliability were introduced by assign-
ing the flashes to the target versus distractor streams according to the
following ratios: (1) 14:0 (completely reliable), (2) 10:4, (3) 9:5, (4) 8:6,
and (5) 7:7 (completely ambiguous/unreliable). In the fMRI study, only
levels 1 and 4 were used.

For both the horizontal and vertical trajectories, 14 equidistant (1.8°
distance) potential presentation locations were used ranging from �11.7
to �11.7°. In each trial, these 14 locations were randomly assigned to
either the target or distractor streams. This ensured that, in each trial, a
flash (dot) was presented exactly once at each prespecified location. In
other words, to control the reliability and amount of visual input (lumi-
nance), we excluded the possibility that a target and distractor dot were
simultaneously presented at the same location. However, although the
potential locations were equidistant, obviously the actual flashes of a partic-
ular stream in a specific trial were not. Hence, to hold the speed (89°/s) of the
apparent motion constant, the timing of the flashes were adjusted to the
appropriate spatial distance; 20 ms were dedicated to each distance between
two possible locations along a stream regardless of whether or not a flash was
actually presented at this location in a particular trial.

The duration of each apparent motion stimulus was 280 ms (i.e., 14 �
20 ms) and followed by the next trial after an additional intertrial interval
of 1500 ms, yielding a stimulus onset asynchrony of 1780 ms.

In both the psychophysical and the fMRI studies, the dot was pre-
sented in light gray on a dark gray background at a luminance contrast of
0.5 (Weber contrast) as measured by a Minolta chroma meter (model
CS-100). In the psychophysical study, the absolute luminance of the dot
and the background were 19.9 and 10 cd/m 2, respectively. Absolute mea-
sures of luminance cannot be accurately reported for the projection
screen inside the MR-scanner because of a measurement distance of �3
m (attributable to magnetic incompatibility of the measurement device).

Auditory stimulus
The three experiments used three distinct classes of auditory direction
signals, as follows.

Figure 1. Visual stimuli and experimental design. A, Visual stimuli consisted of a single dot, presented sequentially along a
target trajectory (target stream). Unreliability was introduced by adding a second dot moving along the same trajectory but in the
opposite direction (distractor stream). For illustration purposes, only seven (instead of 14) dot positions are represented. For
details, see Materials and Methods. B, In a visual-selective attention paradigm, subjects discriminated the direction of the visual
motion. Each experiment (i.e., MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH) conformed to a factorial design manipulating (1) reliability of the
visual motion direction (5 or 2 levels) and (2) the auditory direction signal (3 levels: directionally congruent, absent, or incongruent
to the visual signal).
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Auditory MOTION. Auditory MOTION is a white noise stimulus
moving from left (�11.7°) to right (�11.7°) or vice versa. In the MO-
TION experiment, both the auditory and visual motion signals followed
a horizontal trajectory, because human auditory motion discrimination
is much more precise for horizontal than vertical directions (Saberi and
Perrott, 1990). The auditory apparent motion stimulus was a white-noise
stimulus of 20 ms duration that was played subsequently at each of the 14
possible locations at which the visual stimulus was presented. To allow
for precise spatiotemporal colocalization of the auditory and visual mo-
tion signals and hence enable natural AV integration in the scanner en-
vironment, before the experiment, the white-noise stimulus was played
from each of the 14 equidistant (1.8° distance) locations ranging from
�11.7 to �11.7° and recorded individually for each subject using ear-
canal microphones. With the help of this procedure, the auditory stim-
ulus did not only provide binaural sound localization cues such as inter-
aural time and intensity difference but also subjective monaural filtering
cues of sound structure by the head, shoulders, and outer pinna (Pavani
et al., 2002).

De/ascending PITCH. De/ascending PITCH is a linearly rising (from
200 Hz to 3 kHz) or falling (from 3 kHz to 200 Hz) pitch. In the PITCH
experiment, the visual motion was vertical, because rising and falling
pitch influences perception of vertical visual motion (Maeda et al., 2004).

SPEECH. SPEECH included the spoken German words “links” (left)
and “rechts” (right) or “auf” (up) and “runter” (down). In the SPEECH
experiment, one experimental session presented horizontal and the other
one vertical visual motion together with the appropriate German words
denoting left/right or up/down. This allowed us to compare formally
whether the direction of the visual signal per se (i.e., vertical vs horizon-
tal) influenced AV interactions, when the context (or auditory direction
signal) was held constant.

The duration of all auditory stimuli was set to 280 ms to match the
duration of the visual motion stream. The auditory direction signal was
never rendered unreliable. Based on extensive psychophysical piloting
(e.g., audiovisual stimulus duration or PITCH frequency), the auditory
signals were adjusted to induce a comparable bias across the MOTION,
PITCH, and SPEECH contexts.

Functional motion localizer
To localize the human visual motion complex (hMT�/V5�), a standard
block-design MT� (containing both areas MT and MST) localizer was
performed (Krekelberg et al., 2005). In brief, in each of the 10 blocks, 10 s
of expanding/contracting radial random dot motion (speed of 4°/s, re-
versal rate of 1 Hz, aperture of 20° visual angle) alternated with epochs of
stationary random dots (24 s) on a dark screen. The dots were presented
in maximal-luminance white and the background in minimal-
luminance black, resulting in 100% luminance contrast. Subjects fixated
a central fixation square that, at random intervals, changed its luminance
(dark vs light gray). To maintain attention, they were engaged in lumi-
nance change detection of this fixation square.

Setup and procedure
Psychophysics experiment
Visual motion stimuli were presented in an area covering a visual angle of
25° width and 25° height. A chinrest at a distance of 55 cm from the
monitor was used. Sound was provided via standard stereo headphones.
The psychophysical experiment included two sessions of the MOTION,
PITCH, and SPEECH experiments i.e., a total of six sessions that were
performed on 2 d. Each of the six sessions (lasting 13 min each) included
30 trials of each of the 15 conditions (Fig. 1).

fMRI experiment
As in the psychophysics experiment, visual stimuli were presented in an
area covering a visual angle of 25° width and 25° height using a projection
screen mounted inside the scanner bore and viewed via a mirror. Sound
was provided using MR-compatible headphones (MR Confon) without
earplugs at sound pressure levels that enabled effortless discrimination of
the sounds. The fMRI experiment included two sessions (lasting 10 min
each) of the MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH experiment, i.e., a total of
six sessions that were performed on 2 d. Each session included 44 trials of

each of the six conditions (Fig. 1). Blocks of 12 activation trials were
interleaved with 8 s fixation.

Subjects discriminated the direction of the visual motion stimulus and
indicated their response as accurately and quickly as possible by a two-
choice key press using their dominant hand. The order of the activation
conditions was randomized. The order of the sessions, i.e., experimental
contexts, was counterbalanced within and across subjects.

Cogent Toolbox (John Romaya, Vision Lab, UCL, London, UK; www.
vislab.ucl.ac.uk) for Matlab (MathWorks) was used for stimulus presen-
tation and response recording.

Analysis of behavioral data from psychophysical and
functional imaging studies
The behavioral data of the psychophysics and the functional imaging
studies were analyzed in an equivalent manner. Separately for the MO-
TION, PITCH, and SPEECH experiments, percentage of perceived (or
judged) upward/rightward motion was calculated for each level of audi-
tory direction signal and visual reliability. A psychometric curve (cumu-
lative Gaussian) was fitted individually for each subject separately for
each level of auditory direction signal (i.e., left, absent, or right) (Wich-
mann and Hill, 2001a,b) (for the psychometric curves of one represen-
tative subject, see Fig. 2 A). For each subject, the point of subjective
equality (PSE) was computed as a measure of the directional bias induced
by the auditory direction signal (see Fig. 2 B). The PSE is the amount
(percentage) of visual direction information for which right/up and left/
down judgments are equally likely. To allow generalization to the popu-
lation level, the subject-specific PSEs were entered into random effects
one-way ANOVAs with auditory signal (left, absent, or right) separately
for the MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH experiments. To assess the mod-
ulatory effect of context, an additional two-way ANOVA was performed
with context (MOTION, PITCH, or SPEECH) and auditory signal (left,
absent, or right).

fMRI
A 3 T Siemens Tim Trio system was used to acquire both T1 anatomical
volume images and T2*-weighted axial echoplanar images with blood
oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) contrast (GE-EPI; Cartesian
k-space sampling; echo time, 40 ms; repetition time, 3080 ms; 38 axial
slices, acquired sequentially in ascending direction; matrix, 64 � 64;
spatial resolution 3 � 3 � 3 mm 3 voxels; interslice gap, 0.4 mm; slice
thickness, 2.6 mm). There were two sessions of each experiment (MO-
TION, PITCH, and SPEECH) with a total of 199 volume images per
session. In addition, a motion localizer session with 117 volume images
was acquired. The first two volumes of each session were discarded to
allow for T1 equilibration effects.

The data were analyzed with statistic parametric mapping [using
SPM2 software from the Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuro-
science, London, UK; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm (Friston et al.,
1995)]. Scans from each subject were realigned using the first as a refer-
ence, spatially normalized into Montreal Neurological Institute standard
space (Evans et al., 1992), resampled to 3 � 3 � 3 mm 3 voxels and
spatially smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of 8 mm full-width half-
maximum. The time series in each voxel was high-pass filtered to 1⁄128 Hz
and globally normalized with proportional scaling. The fMRI experiment
was modeled in an event-related manner using regressors obtained by
convolving each event-related unit impulse with a canonical hemody-
namic response function and its first temporal derivative. The statistical
model included the six conditions in our 2 � 3 factorial design for each of
the three contexts (MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH). Nuisance covari-
ates included the realignment parameters (to account for residual mo-
tion artifacts). For further characterization of the data, a second analysis
was performed in which the trials of the three visually unreliable condi-
tions in each context were separated into correct and incorrect trials
resulting in a 3 � 3 design. Because the visually reliable conditions elic-
ited only very few or no error trials, these conditions were not modeled as
separate regressors for correct and incorrect trials. For both analyses,
condition-specific effects for each subject were estimated according to
the general linear model. Contrast images (summed over the two sessions
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for each of the three contexts) were created for each subject and entered
into a second-level one-sample t test. The interaction [(AVunreliable �
Vunreliable) � (AVreliable � Vreliable)] and the directed auditory influence
(incongruent � congruent and congruent � incongruent) were tested
separately for the MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH experiments. In ad-
dition, for comparing effects across contexts, the first-level contrasts
were entered into a second-level ANOVA.

Inferences were made at the second level to allow a random effects
analysis and inferences at the population level (Friston et al., 1999).

Search volume constraints
To focus on the neural systems that are engaged in audiovisual process-
ing, we limited the search space to the cerebral voxels activated for all
activation conditions (within the respective context: MOTION, PITCH,
or SPEECH) relative to fixation at a threshold of p � 0.001 uncorrected,
spatial extent �100 voxels. In addition, a region of interest-based analy-
sis was performed for left and for right hMT�/V5� using a sphere of 10
mm radius centered on the group activation peaks [left, (�42, �72, 3)
and right, (42, �72, 6)] estimated in the independent motion localizer.
These group activation peaks of left and right hMT�/V5� were objec-
tively determined as the main peaks within bounding boxes centered on
hMT�/V5� coordinates with a 1⁄2 diameter equal to 2 SDs as reported by
Dumoulin et al. (2000) (right, x � 44 � 3.3, y � �67 � 3.1, z � 0 � 5.1;
left, x � �47 � 3.8, y � �76 � 4.9, z � 2 � 2.7).

Unless otherwise stated, we report activa-
tions at p � 0.05 corrected at the cluster level for
multiple comparisons in the volume of interest
using an auxiliary (uncorrected) voxel thresh-
old of p � 0.01. This auxiliary threshold defines
the spatial extent of activated clusters, which
form the basis of our (corrected) inference.

Results of the random effects analysis are super-
imposed onto a T1-weighted brain that was gen-
erated by averaging the normalized brains of the
21 subjects, using MRIcro software (http://www.
sph.sc.edu/comd/rorden/mricro.html).

Results
In a series of three experiments, we inves-
tigated the influence of three types of au-
ditory direction signals on visual motion
discrimination: natural auditory MO-
TION, metaphoric PITCH, and linguistic
SPEECH signals. Each experiment con-
formed to a factorial design manipulating
(1) reliability of the visual motion direc-
tion (five or two levels) and (2) the audi-
tory direction signal (three levels: direc-
tionally congruent, absent, or incongruent
to the visual signal). In a visual selective
attention paradigm, subjects discrimi-
nated the direction of high-resolution ap-
parent visual motion (Fig. 1).

We first characterized subjects’ perfor-
mance thoroughly in a psychophysics ex-
periment. Careful stimulus adjustment
enabled us to equate MOTION, PITCH,
and SPEECH direction signals in terms of
their bias on perceived direction of visual
motion.

In a more constrained fMRI study, we
then investigated whether auditory MO-
TION, PITCH, and SPEECH stimuli mod-
ulate and interact with visual motion pro-
cessing at different levels of the cortical
hierarchy.

Psychophysical experiment
Figure 2A shows the psychometric curves for one representative
subject, obtained in the three different auditory conditions. For
directional bias as measured by the shift of the point of subjective
equality (Fig. 2A,B), one-way ANOVAs computed separately for
each context with the factor auditory direction signal (left, ab-
sent, and right), revealed a main effect of auditory direction signal
in the MOTION (F(1.2,13.8) � 14.0; p � 0.002), PITCH (F(1.2,14.1)

� 34.5; p � 0.001), and SPEECH (F(1.6,18.7) � 10.5; p � 0.002)
experiments. To evaluate the effect of context, a two-way
ANOVA with context (MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH) and
auditory direction signal (three levels) was performed. This
ANOVA showed a main effect of auditory direction signal
(F(1.3,15.1) � 39.6; p � 0.001) but no main effect of context and
crucially no interaction between context and auditory direction
signal, indicating a comparable bias across the three contexts.
Similarly, analysis of accuracy and reaction times in a three-way
ANOVA with context (MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH), visual
reliability (four levels), and auditory direction signal (congruent
vs absent/unimodal vs incongruent) replicated the main effect of
auditory direction signal. The interaction between visual reliabil-

Figure 2. Behavioral biases induced by the different auditory direction signals. A, Psychometric functions with PSE of a
representative subject from the psychophysics study were obtained for upward/rightward, no auditory, and downward/leftward
conditions in the MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH experiments. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals. B, C, Across-subjects
mean of the PSE as a measure for directional bias in the psychophysics (B) and fMRI study (C). Error bars indicate �SEM. The
directional bias was significant and statistically indistinguishable across MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH experiments.
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ity and auditory direction signal and the absence of a contextual
modulation of the congruency effect indicated comparable mag-
nitude of the auditory influence on the perceived direction of
visual motion across contexts (for full characterization of behav-
ioral data, see supplemental Results and table, available at www.
jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Behavior during fMRI experiment
For directional bias (Fig. 2C), one-way ANOVAs with auditory
direction signal (left, absent, and right) revealed a main effect of
audition in the MOTION (F(2,40) � 4.4; p � 0.018), PITCH
(F(1.5,30.1) � 5.2; p � 0.018), and SPEECH (F(1.6,31.26) � 19.1; p �
0.001) experiments. A two-way ANOVA with context (MO-
TION, PITCH, and SPEECH) and auditory direction signal
(three levels) showed a main effect of auditory direction signal
(F(1.6,32.3) � 17.9; p � 0.001) but no main effect of context and
importantly no interaction between context and auditory direc-
tion signal. In line with the psychophysics results, this demon-
strates that MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH auditory direction
signals induce a comparable bias on perceived direction of visual
motion. Additional analyses of performance accuracy and reac-
tion times of the fMRI behavioral data led to equivalent conclu-
sions (for full characterization of behavioral data, see supplemen-
tal Results and table, available at www.jneurosci.org as
supplemental material).

To summarize, both psychophysics and behavioral data ac-
quired during fMRI scanning demonstrate that auditory direc-
tion signals induce a significant bias on perceived direction of
visual motion that is comparable for the MOTION, PITCH, and
SPEECH contexts. This is an important finding for two reasons.
First, it demonstrates that through careful stimulus adjustment,
natural, metaphoric, and linguistic auditory direction signals
similarly influence visual motion discrimination, although vision
is usually considered the dominant modality in motion percep-
tion. Second, it allows us to investigate whether different neural
systems mediate the influence of different classes of auditory di-
rection signals unconfounded by behavioral differences.

Functional imaging results

Influence of auditory direction signals on visual motion processing
For each context, we identified regions in which auditory direc-
tion signals influence visual motion processing regardless of the
directional congruency of the two signals. Behaviorally, the task-
irrelevant auditory stimulus exerted a stronger influence and
even disambiguated the direction of the visual stimulus, when the
visual motion information was unreliable. An audiovisual en-
hancement for the bimodal (AV) relative to the unimodal visual
(V) response was therefore expected primarily when the visual
stimulus was unreliable. Hence, we tested for the interaction

Figure 3. Influence of auditory direction signals on visual motion processing in the MOTION (A) and SPEECH (B) experiments. Left, Parameter estimates for AVunreliable, Vunreliable, AVreliable, and
Vreliable for the MOTION experiment in the left hMT�/V5� [(�39, �72, 0)] (A) and the SPEECH experiment in the right IPS [(45, �45, 39)] (B). The bars for the bimodal conditions represent
combined estimates from congruent (bottom part of the bars) and incongruent (top part of the bars) conditions. Error bars indicate 90% confidence intervals. Middle, The activations pertaining to
the audiovisual interaction (AVunreliable � Vunreliable) � (AVreliable � Vreliable) for MOTION (A) and SPEECH (B) are displayed on axial and sagittal slices of a mean EPI image created by averaging the
subjects’ normalized echo planar images (height threshold, p�0.01; spatial extent�0 voxels; see Materials and Methods). Right, Contextual modulation of the AV interaction: parameter estimates
of the audiovisual interaction effect in MOTION (blue), PITCH (red), and SPEECH (green) are displayed for the left hMT�/V5� [(�39, �72, 0)] (A) and the right IPS [(48, �45, 45)] (B). In the left
hMT�/V5�, the interaction effect gradually decreases for MOTION � PITCH � SPEECH; in the right IPS, it gradually increases for MOTION � PITCH � SPEECH. Error bars indicate 90% confidence
intervals.
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(AVunreliable � Vunreliable) � (AVreliable � Vreliable) separately for
the MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH experiments.

For the MOTION experiment (Fig. 3A, Table 1), we observed
a significant interaction effect in left hMT�/V5� within the
spherical mask defined by our independent hMT�/V5� local-
izer (see Materials and Methods). When limiting the contrast
primarily to correct trials (for details of this additional analysis,
see Materials and Methods), significant interactions were ob-
served in three clusters: again, in the left hMT�/V5� extending
into more anterior and superior regions, in the right posterior
middle temporal gyrus, and the posterior superior temporal gy-
rus/planum temporale. Thus, the modulatory effect of the audi-
tory signal seems to be slightly more pronounced when subject’s
directional judgment is correct, i.e., consistent with the direction
of the visual motion (although a direct comparison between the
interactions for correct and incorrect trials was not significant).
Our results demonstrate that auditory MOTION signals modu-
late visual motion processing in a set of areas previously impli-
cated in unimodal auditory (Warren et al., 2002) or visual (Zeki
et al., 1991) motion processing. More specifically, auditory input
amplifies the visual signal when the visual stimulus is unreliable
but suppresses visually induced responses when the visual stim-
ulus provides a reliable direction signal. Interestingly, as demon-
strated in the parameter estimate plots (Fig. 3A, left), the modu-
latory effect of the auditory MOTION signals seems to emerge
regardless of whether the directions of auditory and visual mo-
tion are congruent or incongruent. The absence of differences in
hMT�/V5� activation between congruent and incongruent
conditions may be attributable to the use of a visual selective
attention task, in which AV (in)congruency can induce several
counteracting effects. First, congruent auditory motion may in-
duce an amplification of hMT�/V5� responses reflecting the
emergence of a coherent motion percept when the visual stimu-
lus is unreliable (AVunreliable congruent). When the visual stimu-
lus is reliable and elicits a strong motion percept by itself (AVreli-

able congruent), congruent auditory motion may mediate more
efficient processing, leading to a suppression of the visual re-
sponse (see related discussions about neural mechanisms of

priming in the studies of Henson et al., 2000, 2003). Second,
spatially or semantically incongruent audiovisual stimuli (AVreli-

able incongruent) are generally thought to induce a suppression
relative to the unimodal response [see neurophysiological results
(Meredith and Stein, 1996) or functional imaging of AV speech
processing in humans (van Atteveldt et al., 2004)]. Third, in a
visual-selective attention paradigm, incongruent, yet irrelevant,
auditory motion may induce amplification of task-relevant mo-
tion information in hMT�/V5� via top-down modulation to
overcome the interfering auditory motion stimulus (Noppeney
et al., 2008). This amplification may be particularly pronounced
when the visual stimulus that needs to be discriminated is unre-
liable (AVunreliable incongruent). In short, the complex balance
between these three effects may determine whether congruent or
incongruent conditions induce AV enhancement or suppression
relative to the unimodal visual conditions.

In addition to “putatively” unimodal motion processing ar-
eas, we expected higher-level association areas such as anterior
intraparietal sulcus (IPS) (Bremmer et al., 2001) to be involved in
AV motion integration. Surprisingly, the IPS exhibited an audio-
visual interaction effect only at a very low threshold of signifi-
cance that did not meet our stringent statistical criteria [left,
(�27, �51, 45), z-score of 2.2; and right (36, �42, 45), z-score of
2.58)].

To further evaluate whether the modulatory effect of audition
is selective for natural auditory MOTION signals, we entered the
interaction (estimated for MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH) into
an ANOVA. We tested for a linear decrease of the interaction
effect across the three contexts: MOTION � PITCH � SPEECH
at the peak voxel in left hMT�/V5� [(�39, �72, 0); z-score of
2.27; puncorr � 0.012]. As shown in the parameter estimate plots,
the interaction effect was most pronounced for natural auditory
MOTION. Hence, the modulatory effect of audition on the mean
BOLD response of hMT�/V5� is selective for natural auditory
MOTION signals.

For the PITCH experiment, no significant interactions were
observed (even when limiting the analysis to correct trials only).
For complete characterization of the data, we report the bilateral

Table 1. Influence of auditory direction signals on visual motion processing

Region Coordinates z-score at peak Number of voxels p corrected for spatial extent

(AVunreliable � Vunreliable) � (AVreliable � Vreliable) (separately for
the MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH contexts)
Motion

hMT�/V5� Left �39, �72, 0 3.34 29 0.030 VOI2

Planum temporale Right (correct trials only) 57, �24, 15 3.18 75 0.042 VOI1

Left �45, �36, 12 3.59 49 *
Posterior middle temporal gyrus Right (correct trials only) 42, �57, 12 3.63 71 0.050 VOI1

Left �42, �60, 6 3.27 27 *
Pitch

Superior parietal cortex Left �36, �48, 69 3.22 29 *
Right 57, �51, 51 2.84 25 *

Speech
Intraparietal sulcus Right 45, �45, 39 4.74 302 0.001 VOI1

Left �42, �54, 45 2.67 13 *
Ventral premotor cortex Right 42, 6, 27 3.68 37 *
Inferior frontal sulcus Right 42, 27, 30 3.00 29 *

Effect of congruency between auditory and visual direction signals
(incongruent � congruent)
Speech

Posterior superior temporal gyrus Left �66, �39, 18 4.67 88 0.036 VOI1

Inferior frontal sulcus Right 48, 18, 39 4.48 95 0.027 VOI1

VOI1, Activations for (all conditions � fixation) separately for MOTION, PITCH, or SPEECH experiments; p � 0.001 uncorrected; spatial extent �100 voxels. VOI2, Spherical ROI with radius of 10 mm centered on peak from independent
functional MT localizer; * indicates uncorrected
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superior parietal/intraparietal clusters that
were observed at an uncorrected level of
significance. These activation foci were
centered more dorsally but partly overlap-
ping with those found for SPEECH (Table
1, Fig. 4).

For the SPEECH experiment (Fig. 3B,
Table 1), a highly significant interaction
was detected in the right anterior IPS [(45,
�45, 39)] and at an uncorrected level in
the right ventral premotor cortex [(42, 6,
27)], which have been previously impli-
cated in polymodal motion processing
[e.g., compare activation peaks reported
by Bremmer et al. (2001): right putative ventral intraparietal area
(VIP), (38, �44, 46); right ventral premotor, (52, 10, 30)]. As in
the case of auditory motion, the modulatory effect of auditory
SPEECH signals emerged again regardless of whether the direc-
tions of auditory and visual motion were congruent or incongru-
ent (see parameter estimate plots in Fig. 3B).

Furthermore, the modulatory effect of audition is selective for
SPEECH signals as indicated by a significant linear decrease of the
interaction effects across the three contexts: SPEECH �
PITCH � MOTION at the IPS peak voxel [(45, �45, 39); peak
z-score of 3.17; puncorr � 0.001].

As reported above, a gradual contextual modulation of the
interaction effect was found at the peak coordinates in hMT�/
V5� and right IPS identified through the AV interaction for
MOTION and SPEECH, respectively. To further characterize the
spatial specificity of this finding in an unbiased manner, we de-
fined a search mask by identifying all regions that showed in-
creased activation for the interaction including all three contexts
(MOTION, PITCH, and SPEECH) using a liberal threshold ( p �
0.05 uncorrected, spatial extent �50 voxels). A general interac-
tion effect was observed in five regions: left hMT�/V5�, left and
right IPS, right superior temporal gyrus, and right ventral premo-
tor cortex. We then tested at the peak coordinates of each of these
five regions for a linear decrease of the interaction effect accord-
ing to (1) MOTION � PITCH � SPEECH and (2) SPEECH �
PITCH � MOTION (note that the general interaction effect is
orthogonal to the contextual modulation of the interaction, i.e.,
three-way interaction, thus enabling an unbiased evaluation of
our contrast of interest). After Bonferroni’s correction for mul-
tiple comparisons (i.e., number of regions), the only regions
showing a significant gradual decrease or increase in activation
were left hMT�/V5� [(�39, �72, 0); z-score of 2.27; p � 0.012]
for MOTION � PITCH � SPEECH and right IPS [(48, �45, 45);
z-score of 2.54; p � 0.006] for SPEECH � PITCH � MOTION
(Fig. 3A,B, right side).

For completeness, we also tested for the reverse interaction
(AVreliable � Vreliable) � (AVunreliable � Vunreliable) separately for
each context but did not observe any significant effects.

In summary, we found a double dissociation of auditory in-
fluence on visual motion processing across the three contexts:
whereas natural auditory MOTION direction signals influenced
visual motion processing primarily in hMT�/V5� and related
areas previously implicated in auditory motion processing (i.e.,
planum temporale and anterior middle temporal), the effect of
SPEECH direction signals was observed in a higher-level fronto-
parietal system. Interestingly, in both cases, the magnitude of the
PITCH interaction effect was between that of SPEECH and MO-
TION. Although the influence of PITCH direction signals was
behaviorally indistinguishable from MOTION and SPEECH, we

observed a modulatory effect selective for PITCH direction sig-
nals only at a lower level of significance in bilateral anterior su-
perior parietal lobes (for overview, see summary Fig. 4).

Effect of congruency between auditory and visual direction signals
Next, we evaluated separately for each context whether the con-
gruency between visual and auditory direction signals influences
audiovisual motion processing. Because the direction signal in
the visual modality (and hence a meaningful AV congruency re-
lationship) was nearly completely removed in the visually unre-
liable conditions (as indicated by only 60% correct responses), we
limited this contrast to the visually reliable trials only. Although
in classical multisensory integration paradigms (e.g., passive con-
texts or bimodal attention) increased activations are found for
congruent relative to incongruent trials, quite the opposite pat-
tern (i.e., increased activation for incongruent relative to congru-
ent trials) is observed in selective attention paradigms (Weissman
et al., 2004, Noppeney et al., 2008). These incongruency effects
may represent a prediction error signal (Rao and Ballard, 1999;
Garrido et al., 2007) or an attempt to amplify the task-relevant
visual signal to overcome the interfering auditory signal. Hence,
in our experiment, we expected to find increased activation in
task-relevant visual motion areas as well as higher control areas.

Contrary to our expectations, we did not observe increased
hMT�/V5� responses for incongruent relative to congruent tri-
als in any of the three contexts, nor did we observe any incongru-
ency effects for the MOTION and PITCH contexts elsewhere in
the brain. However, for SPEECH context, we observed increased
activation for incongruent relative to congruent trials in the right
inferior frontal sulcus and in the left posterior superior temporal
gyrus (Fig. 5, Table 1), which was shown to be selective for the
speech context when the incongruency effects were compared
directly across contexts. These results are in line with numerous
studies of cognitive control implicating the dorsolateral prefron-
tal cortex in dynamic selection of task-relevant information, by
biasing processing in sensory areas, particularly in conflicting
contexts (MacDonald et al., 2000; Miller 2000; Matsumoto and
Tanaka, 2004; Noppeney et al., 2008).

For completeness, we also tested the opposite statistical com-
parison (i.e., congruent � incongruent), which revealed activa-
tion in the right supramarginal gyrus for the PITCH experiment
only [(48, �39, 30); z-score of 3.94; voxels, 161; p � 0.001].

Lateralization of the AV interactions or incongruency effects
To investigate whether any of the reported effects were signifi-
cantly lateralized, a hemisphere by condition interaction analysis
was performed (for additional details, see supplemental data,
available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). This
analysis demonstrated that none of the reported interaction or
incongruency effects were significantly lateralized (after correc-

Figure 4. Overview of the neural systems mediating the influence of naturalistic, metaphoric, and linguistic auditory direction
signals on visual motion processing. The audiovisual interaction effects for MOTION (blue), PITCH (red), and SPEECH (green) are
rendered on a template of the whole brain (height threshold, p � 0.01 uncorrected; spatial extent �10 voxels; see Materials and
Methods).
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tion for multiple comparisons). To characterize the bilateral na-
ture of the effects, Table 1 also reports the corresponding inter-
action and incongruency effects in the homologous regions of the
contralateral hemisphere at an uncorrected threshold of signifi-
cance and spatial extent �10 voxels (equivalent to the thresholds
applied in Fig. 4).

Discussion
The present study demonstrates that, although auditory MO-
TION, PITCH, and SPEECH signals behaviorally induce a com-
parable directional bias, their influences emerge at different levels
of the cortical hierarchy. Auditory MOTION signals interact with
visual input in visual and auditory motion areas, SPEECH direc-
tion signals in a higher-level frontoparietal system.

With the help of externalized virtual-space sounds (Pavani et
al., 2002), a high spatial resolution (i.e., 14 flash positions), strict
audiovisual colocalization through combined binaural (i.e., in-
teraural time and amplitude differences), and subject-specific
monoaural filtering cues, this study shows a reliable directional
bias for auditory MOTION on visual motion discrimination. In
contrast, previous studies deprived of ecologically valid AV mo-
tion cues or using apparent audiovisual motion stimuli with a low
spatial resolution have failed to show an influence of auditory
motion on visual motion perception (Soto-Faraco et al., 2004) or
on activations in hMT�/V5� (Baumann and Greenlee, 2007)
emphasizing the importance of a natural experimental set up for
studying AV integration (cf. Meyer et al., 2005). Furthermore,
our results replicate and extend the metaphoric auditory capture
of dynamic PITCH to spatiotemporally confined visual stimuli
(Maeda et al., 2004) and demonstrate that even spoken words
(e.g., left/right) with only arbitrary relationships to physical di-
mensions induced a reliable directional bias. Crucially, a compa-
rable directional bias was obtained for all three classes of direc-
tion signals even when stimulus length and audiovisual timing

relations were equivalent. This allowed us to investigate whether
natural, metaphoric, and linguistic AV motion interactions are
mediated by distinct neural systems unconfounded by differ-
ences in (1) temporal parameters and stimulus length and/or (2)
behavioral differences as measured in terms of bias, accuracy, and
reaction times.

Indeed, despite controlling for stimulus parameters and be-
havioral performance measures, auditory MOTION and
SPEECH signals influenced neural processes underlying visual
motion discrimination at distinct levels of the cortical hierarchy.
Auditory MOTION influences emerged in auditory–visual mo-
tion areas encompassing both (1) “classical” visual motion area
hMT�/V5� and (2) the planum temporale and a middle tem-
poral region that are both thought to be part of the posterior
auditory stream of spatial (Rauschecker and Tian, 2000; Warren
and Griffiths, 2003) and motion (region anterior to hMT�/
V5�) (Warren et al., 2002) processing. Interestingly, the activa-
tion pattern sharply contrasts with that observed in dynamic vi-
sual capture, in which intraparietal activation is followed by an
activation increase in hMT�/V5� but decrease in auditory mo-
tion regions (Alink et al., 2008). Thus, in dynamic visual capture,
parietal regions seem to send top-down biasing signals that see-
saw between auditory and visual motion activations. In contrast,
our interaction effect emerges simultaneously in auditory and
visual motion areas in the absence of significant interactions in
higher-order intraparietal areas. This suggests that auditory and
visual information may become integrated through direct inter-
actions between auditory and visual regions rather than conver-
gence in parietal association areas [see related accounts of early
multisensory integration (Schroeder and Foxe, 2002, 2005;
Ghazanfar et al., 2005; Kayser et al., 2005; Ghazanfar and Schroe-
der, 2006)].

Auditory SPEECH signals induced the opposite pattern with
an interaction effect in the anterior IPS and, at an uncorrected
level of significance, in the premotor cortex but not in AV motion
areas. The ventral premotor–parietal system has been implicated
previously in polymodal motion processing on the basis of con-
junction analyses (Bremmer et al., 2001) and proposed as the
putative human homolog of macaque VIP–ventral premotor cir-
cuitry (Cooke et al., 2003; Bremmer, 2005; Rushworth et al.,
2006; Sereno and Huang, 2006) (but see Bartels et al., 2008).
Furthermore, anterior to classical visuospatial attention areas
(Corbetta and Shulman, 1998; Kastner et al., 1999; Corbetta and
Shulman, 2002), these anterior parietal areas have also been im-
plicated in crossmodal attention and top-down control (Ma-
caluso et al., 2000; Macaluso et al., 2003; Shomstein and Yantis,
2004; Townsend et al., 2006). Thus, spatial language influences
motion discrimination at higher-order association regions to
guide perceptual decisions in our multisensory dynamic
environment.

A direct comparison of the AV interaction effects across con-
texts confirmed this double dissociation: whereas AV motion
areas showed a gradual activation decrease for MOTION �
PITCH � SPEECH, the IPS showed an activation increase for
MOTION � PITCH � SPEECH. Interestingly, PITCH is associ-
ated with intermediate activation levels in both areas. These re-
sults may reflect the “ambivalent” nature of metaphoric interac-
tions. On the one hand, infants even within their first year
associate visual arrows pointing up or down with rising or falling
pitch (Wagner et al., 1981), suggesting intrinsic similarities be-
tween pitch and motion dimensions (Melara and O’Brien, 1987;
Maeda et al., 2004; Marks, 2004). However, given our cultural
education throughout lifespan, metaphoric interactions may well

Figure 5. Increased activations for incongruent relative to congruent visuoauditory stimuli
in the SPEECH experiment are shown on axial and coronal slices of a mean echo planar image
created by averaging the subjects’ normalized echo planar images (height threshold, p � 0.01;
spatial extent �0 voxels; see Materials and Methods).
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become incorporated in language and be mediated at least in part
by semantic or linguistic processes in adulthood. PITCH-
selective interactions were found at an uncorrected threshold in
bilateral superior/intraparietal regions that are partly overlap-
ping with the SPEECH effects (Fig. 4). In addition to its well
established role in spatial processing (Ungerleider and Mishkin,
1982; Culham and Kanwisher, 2001), the superior parietal cortex
has been implicated previously in pitch-sequence analysis (Grif-
fiths et al., 1999) and pitch memory (Zatorre et al., 1994; Gaab et
al., 2003). Additional evidence for a link between spatial and
pitch processing comes from studies of amusia, showing a corre-
lation between deficits in pitch direction analysis and impaired
spatial processing (Douglas and Bilkey, 2007). In light of these
studies, our results may point to the superior parietal lobe as a site
for interactions between pitch and visual motion within a shared
spatial reference frame.

Additional characterization of the AV interaction (see param-
eter estimate plots in Fig. 3) revealed that the auditory stimulus
amplified the response to visually unreliable but suppressed the
response to visually reliable stimuli. Because the unimodal visu-
ally unreliable stimulus elicits a greater response than the reliable
stimulus (most likely attributable to attentional top-down mod-
ulation), this means that paradoxically auditory input amplifies
the stronger BOLD response and attenuates the weaker response
to visual input. This response pattern demonstrates the context
dependency of the classical law of inverse effectiveness whereby
multisensory enhancement is supposedly greatest for the least
effective (smaller response) stimulus. Instead, our results suggest
that auditory input may disambiguate degraded and unreliable
stimuli through multisensory response enhancement, possibly
using similar mechanisms as priming-induced activation in-
creases that mediate the recognition of degraded objects that were
not recognized during initial presentation (Dolan et al., 1997;
Henson et al., 2000; Henson, 2003).

In conclusion, although natural, metaphoric, and linguistic
auditory direction signals induce a comparable directional bias
on motion discrimination, they emerge at different levels of the
cortical hierarchy. While natural auditory MOTION modulates
activations in auditory and visual motion areas, SPEECH direc-
tion signals influence an anterior intraparietal–ventral premotor
circuitry that has been implicated previously in polymodal mo-
tion processing and multisensory control. From a cognitive per-
spective, this double dissociation suggests that natural and lin-
guistic biases emerge at perceptual and decisional levels,
respectively. From the perspective of neural processing, to our
knowledge, this is the first compelling demonstration in humans
that natural auditory and visual motion information may be in-
tegrated through direct interactions between auditory and visual
motion areas. In contrast, SPEECH direction signals that are cul-
turally learnt influence primarily higher-level convergence and
control regions.
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